This paper proposes a method to automatically extract highlight scenes from sports (baseball) live video in real time and to allow users to retrieve them. For this purpose, sophisticated speech recognition is employed to convert the speech signal into the text and to extract a group of keywords in real time. Image processing detects, also in real time, the pitcher scenes and extracts pitching sections starting from a pitcher scene and ending at the successive pitcher scene. Highlight scenes are extracted as the pitching sections with the keywords such as home run, two-base hit and three-base hit extracted from speech signals.
INTRODUCTION
Recently a large quantity of multimedia contents are broadcast and accessed through TV and WWW. In order to retrieve exactly what we want to know from the multimedia database, automatic extraction of indices or structuring is required, because it is difficult to give them by manual due to their quantity.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. So far, many studies have been done on this automatic indexing or structuring to multimedia contents based on video sequence analysis [9] , video caption analysis [5] , closed caption analysis [8] and audio analysis [12] . It is also reported that the collaborative processing of text, audio and video is effective for their indexing or structuring [11] .
Multimedia contents can be classified into two groups; one is text oriented contents such as news, documents and drama which are produced according to the well-organized story text. The other is event-oriented content such as sports live video which is produced according to the player's action. The former contents can be indexed using the text information. However, the latter contents require a quick indexing using information other than text, because users wants to retrieve them just after the contents are broadcast.
The purpose of this study is to automatically extract indices from sports (baseball) live video in real time for highlight scene retrieval just after their occurrences. For this purpose, sophisticated speech recognition and image processing are employed. The speech recognition converts the speech signal into the text in real time using LVCSR(Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition) system and the keywords are extracted from the converted text. This point discriminates our approach from the previous works mentioned above.
On the other hand, the image processing detects, in real time, the pitcher scenes where the pitcher throws a ball to the catcher, and finally extracts pitching sections each of which starts from a pitcher scene and ends at the successive pitcher scene. Highlight scenes are extracted in real time by integrating the image processing and the speech processing. Namely, they are extracted as the pitching sections with keywords such as home run, two-base hit and three-base hit extracted from speech signals.
We propose, in this paper, a sophisticated speech recognition method where acoustic model and language model, originally constructed using a continuous speech database, are both adapted to the baseball live speech. By this method, speech recognition with high accuracy is available for any baseball games and any announcers. We also propose an efficient image processing where mean values and variances of intensities within certain areas are computed in each frame and pitcher scenes are detected quickly and reliably based on these features. Fig.1 shows a highlight scene extraction and retrieval system. A sports live video is encoded and processed in real time to extract the pitching sections which start from a pitcher scene and end at the successive pitcher scene, where the pitcher throws a ball to the catcher. The information about pitching sections is stored as meta data on the database server (DB server) in an XML format with time of in-point and out-point of the sections.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Sports live audio is transcribed into the text by speech recognition techniques in real time and keywords are extracted from the transcription. They are also stored on the database server (DB server) as meta data in an XML format with time of in-point and out-point of the keywords. The pitching sections with keywords such as home run, two-base hit and three-base hit are extracted as the highlight scenes. As the sports live audio, we used radio speech in stead of TV speech because the radio speech has much more information about the keywords. Therefore, our live video is composed of TV live video and radio live audio. They are synchronized according to the time stamp.
These meta data are transmitted to the web server as web information. The encoded video is also transcoded and stored on the contents server for web streaming by broad band, a cellular phone and PDA(personal digital assistance). We describe the keyword extraction method from speech data and pitcher scene extraction method from video data in the following sections.
KEYWORD EXTRACTION

Live Speech Feature
Table1 shows a comparison of speaking styles among read speech such as in news and document, lecture speech and live speech. As can be seen, the live speech is noisy, emotional and unclear due to its high speaking rate compared to the other speaking styles. In addition, the live speech is disfluent due to repeat, mistake and grammatical deviation.
In our case, the radio speech was recorded in a relatively quiet booth so that the environmental noise is not so strong. From the above described features of live speech, we constructed the acoustic model by using lecture corpus (CSJ: Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese) including 200 male speakers [6] because there was no baseball speech corpus in the world yet. Then the constructed acoustic model was used as a baseline in speech recognition. The baseline acoustic model is converted to live speech model by adaptation techniques using the live speech data.
The language mode was constructed using baseball text corpus which was originally collected through WWW because there was no baseball text corpus in the world yet. Then the constructed language model was used as a baseline in speech recognition. The baseline language model is converted to live language model by adaptation techniques using the live speech transcription. Hereafter, we describe the employed techniques for the acoustic model adaptation and language model adaptation. 
Acoustic Model Adaptation
Fig .2 shows the acoustic model adaptation process. The baseline acoustic model (HMM:Hidden Markov Model) was constructed using lecture corpus so that the model is not suitable for the live speech recognition. In order to absorb the difference in both of the speaking style and speakers, the baseline HMM is converted to the adapted HMM by supervised adaptation which utilizes adaptation speech and manually transcribed text data. The adaptation speech was collected from one baseball game (70 minutes) and manually transcribed. The adaptation method is MAP (maximum a posteriori probability) adaptation [3] after MLLR (Multiple linear regression) adaptation [1] . The MLLR adapts the baseline HMM quickly to the target speaking style owing to Affine transformation and the MAP adapts it precisely to the target speaking style based on a posteriori probability.
The adapted HMM is suitable for the baseball live speech, but speech data for evaluation is slightly different from the adaptation speech in speaking style, speaker characteristics and environment noises. In order to absorb this difference, The adapted HMM is further adapted to the speech data for evaluation by an unsupervised technique utilizing input (evaluation) speech and automatically recognized transcrip-tion. The adaptation method is also MAP after MLLR here. The difference between supervised and unsupervised adaptation lies in the difference of used transcription; manual transcription or automatically recognized transcription. It is clear that the accuracy of supervised adaptation is superior to the unsupervised adaptation. 
Language Model Adaptation
Baseball text corpus was originally constructed by collecting baseball text through WWW because there has been no baseball corpus in the world yet. We call this baseball corpus collected from WWW as web text corpus in this paper. The size of the web text corpus is 576,936 words. The collected text are parsed into words through a morphological analysis by ChaSen and bigram / trigram language models as well as the dictionary are constructed using CMUCambridge Toolkit.
The baseline language model is constructed using this web corpus. The web text corpus is a collection of the text in a written style so that the baseline language model is not suitable for live (spontaneous) speech recognition. From this viewpoint, the baseline language model is converted to live language model by adaptation techniques using the live speech transcription. We call the corpus used for this adaptation data as adaptation text corpus. The size of the adaptation text corpus is 10,865 words. The transcription of the adaptation text corpus is produced manually for one baseball game (70 minutes). The transcription is parsed into words through a morphological analysis by ChaSen. Then the bigram and trigram language models are constructed using CMU-Cambridge Toolkit as well as the dictionary.
In the language model adaptation, the language model constructed using the web text corpus and the language model constructed using the adaptation text corpus are integrated by the method described in the paper [2] In the sports live speech, player names and commentator names are usually observed. However, the frequency is not so large to reflect them into the language model. To solve this problem, two classes are employed; one is PLAYER class for a collection of player names and the other is COMMEN-TATOR class for a collection of commentator names. The language model (bigram or trigram) is constructed using the class names in stead of individual player or commentator names. Namely, in the web text corpus and adaptation text corpus, the player names and commentator names are converted to the corresponding class names PLAYER and COMMENTATOR. In speech recognition, the bigram language probability is used for transition from a word to the class names and the acoustic model probability is computed for all the player names within the class name.
As mentioned earlier, the live speech is fast so that the pronunciation is deviated from the normal one and this causes the speech recognition errors. To solve this problem, the pronunciations of some words in the dictionary are modified manually to absorb the deviation.
Speech recognition system
We employed a 2-pass decoder as a LVCSR (large vocabulary continuous speech recognition) system as shown in Fig.3[10] . At the 1st-pass, we adopted a lexical tree search using a bigram language model for constructing the word graph. A search method we employed is called "best-word back-off connection" which has been already proposed [4] . This method links the word with the best partial score at each frame to the back-off connection so that it can reduce about half of the processing time without increasing any errors. At the 2nd-pass, the best sentence (word sequence) is searched in the word graph using a trigram language model. 
Keyword Extraction
Since the purpose of this study is to extract highlight scenes, the keywords related to highlight have to be prepared in advance. The highlight scene is defined as the scene strongly concerning with the score. From this viewpoint, we prepared the keywords shown in Table2.
Keywords are sometimes observed at irrelevant time before or after the highlight scenes. For example, the announcer remembers the home run and refers to it a little later after it has finished. The difference between the keywords at relevant time and irrelevant time can be observed in the difference of the emotion, especially in the power of the speech.
From this viewpoint, we extract keywords with their time sections and then the power of the keywords is computed within the time section. If the power is bigger than some threshold, then the keyword is confirmed as a true keyword. Otherwise they are rejected as false keywords. Fig.4(a) shows an example of pitcher scenes. The structure is almost fixed, but sometimes slightly shifted in right to left or up to down. The lighting is also almost fixed, but sometimes slightly drifted. Therefore the whole of a pitcher scene is not suitable for a matching template because of the position sifting and light drifting.
PITCHER SCENE EXTRACTION
Feature of Pitcher Scene
In order to solve the position sifting, the observation areas are effective as shown in Fig.4(b) . In order to solve the light drifting, the variance is effective as well as the mean value within the observation areas. In the observation area at upper right, the variance of the intensity is large because the audience shows highly textural pattern. On the other hand, in the lower two observation areas, the variance of the intensity is small. The mean value is used to discriminate the audience and ground from the others. According to the above insight, we detected the pitcher scenes based on the mean values and variances within the observation areas. Let A and B denote the upper right and lower observation areas respectively, and µA, µB, σA and σB denote the mean value and variance at the observation area A and B respectively. The pitcher scenes are detected according to the following rules. Here θ1, θ2, θ3 and θ4 are the threshold selected by preliminary experiments. This equation indicates that the audience has high variation and intensity. On the other hand, the ground has low variation and intensity.
σA ≥ θ1 and σB ≤ θ2 and µA ≥ θ3 and µB ≤ θ4 (1) In order to achieve the real time extraction of the pitcher scenes, the cut detection technique [7] is applied at first for data reduction, then the detected frames are processed for pitcher scene extraction.
Highlight Scene Extraction
After the pitcher scenes are detected, the pitching sections are extracted each of which starts from a pitcher scene and ends at the successive pitcher scene. Highlight scenes are extracted as the pitcher sections with the keywords such as home run, two-base hit and three-base hit extracted from speech signals.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental Condition
We carried out acoustic model and language model adaptation using the adaptation data, and also carried out speech recognition and keyword extraction experiments for the evaluation data both shown in Table3. In the table, the number / number shows the month and day when the game was played.
The baselines for the acoustic model and language model were constructed using CSJ (lecture) speech corpus and web text corpus described in Sec.3.2 and Sec.3.3 respectively. Table4 shows the condition for acoustic analysis (AA) and HMM. 
Result of Language Model Adaptation
Table5 shows the result of speech recognition for two game sets before and after the language model adaptation. In the table, baseline shows the speech recognition result using the baseline language model constructed by the web text corpus while using the baseline acoustic model constructed by CSJ (lecture) speech corpus. LANG-Adapt shows the speech recognition result after the language model adaptation using the concerning adaptation data. P.P. shows test set perplexity which shows the language complexity. Corr and ACC show the word correct rate and word accuracy which show the speech recognition performance. The keyword shows the keyword extraction rate before the power discrimination described in Sec.3.5. From the table, it can be seen that by the language model adaptation the P.P. has significantly decreased to about 30%, and Corr and ACC have significantly improved by about 13%. However, the keyword extraction rate was not improved. This indicates that the language model contributes not to improve the missed keywords but contributes to reduce the falsely accepted keywords.
Result of Acoustic Model Adaptation
Table6 shows the speech recognition result before and after the acoustic model adaptation while the language model was already adapted. In the table, the baseline and AcousticAdapt show the result before and after the acoustic model adaptation. From the table, it can be seen that the speech recognition performance was improved by almost 20% and the keyword extraction rate was improved by almost 15%. These improvements are attributed to the effectiveness of the speaker and environmental noise adaptation. 
Result of Keyword Extraction
Table7 shows the keyword extraction rate after the power discrimination described in Sec.3.5. For set1, true keywords were 2 "home runs" and they were correctly extracted by speech recognition and power discrimination. However, 2 other "home runs" were falsely extracted due to power discrimination error for the correctly recognized 2 "home runs". For set 2, true keywords were 2 "home runs" and 2 "timely hits". Among them 2 "home runs" were correctly extracted. However, 2 "timely hits" were missed due to speech recognition error for one keyword and power discrimination error for other keyword.
By the power discrimination, the false keywords are significantly reduced and the true keywords are successfully extracted. However, there are still false extraction and missing keywords. They can be explained partly because the acoustic model is still weak and partly because the power discrimination method has its limitation that the keywords occurring at the irrelevant time with strong power are sometimes extracted as true keywords. 
Result of Pitcher Scene Extraction
We also carried out the experiments of the pitcher scene detection and pitching section extraction for four evaluation data (9/8, 9/20, 9/22 and 10/1; month/day). The image size was 320x240 pixels and the observation areas A and B were set to 6x12 and 24x12 pixels respectively.
The result is shown in Table8. The pitcher scene detection rate (recall and precision) showed about 90% at average and is almost sufficient for the highlight scene extraction and retrieval.
The pitching sections are extracted as the sections starting from a pitcher scene and ending at the successive pitcher scene. Highlight scenes are extracted as the pitching sections with the keywords extracted in Sec.5.4. We are now developing more advanced video processing techniques to extract the pitching sections by employing an automatic learning method of observation areas in terms of the size, position and features using the training data. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the highlight scene extraction methods for baseball games using sophisticated speech recognition and efficient image processing. In the speech recognition, the language model adaptation achieved 13% improvement at word accuracy in large continuous speech recognition using corpus integration, name classes and pronunciation modification. The acoustic model adaptation achieved 20% improvement at word accuracy and about 15% improvement at keyword extraction rate using the supervised and unsupervised adaptation.
In the image processing, almost 90% recall and precision were achieved for the pitcher scene detection. This processing is performed in real time so that after broadcasting the sports live, even during the broadcasting, the highlights scenes can be retrieved by cellar phone, PDA and internet.
In many researches on sports game videos, often used are closed caption, video caption and scores. However in our research, we did not employed them because our final goal is to develop an automatic speech transcription and scoring system in near future.
In future, we are going to study further adaptation techniques, keyword extraction methods and also an automatic structuring method of baseball games for retrieval of the scenes other than highlight scenes. Emotion analysis is also going to be studied for keyword discrimination using pitch information as well as power information [12] .
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